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ABSTRACT Sequential patterns are important, because they can be exploited to improve the prediction
accuracy of our classifiers. Sequential data, such as time series/video frames, and event data are becoming
more and more ubiquitous in a wide spectrum of application scenarios especially in the background of large
data and deep learning. However, large data sets used in training modern machine-learning models, such as
deep neural networks, are often affected by label noise. Existing noisy learning approaches mainly focus on
building an additional network to clean the noise or find a robust loss function. Few works tackle this problem
by exploiting sample correlations. In this paper, we propose BundleNet, a framework of sequential structure
(named bundle-module, see Fig. 1) for deep neural networks to handle the label noise. The bundle module
naturally takes into account sample correlations by constructing bundles of samples class-by-class, and treats
them as independent inputs. Moreover, we prove that the bundle-module performs a form of regularization,
which is similar to dropout as regularization during training. The regularization effect endows the BundleNet
with strong robustness to the label noise. Extensive experiments on public data sets prove that the proposed
approach is effective and promising.
INDEX TERMS BundleNet, sequential data, classification, noisy label, regularization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sequential data refers to any data that contain elements
that are ordered into sequences. Examples include time
series/video frames, DNA sequences, and sequences of user
actions. Techniques for learning from sequential data include
Markov models, Conditional Random Fields, and time series
techniques.
The sequential supervised learning problem can be formulated as follows. Let {(xi , yi )}N
i=1 be a set of N training
examples. Each example is a pair of sequences (xi , yi ), where
xi = (xi1 , xi2 , · · · , xiTi ), and yi = (yi1 , yi2 , · · · , yiTi ). The goal
is to construct a classifier h that can correctly predict a new
label sequence y = h(x) given an input sequence x.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) proliferate in current
machine vision based on the massive, and clean collections
of semantic annotations. However, even after five years of
success of ImageNet [11], there is still very difficult to provide clean, and accurate label for a large scale dataset, and
so researchers often resort to cheap but imperfect surrogates.
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Two such popular surrogates are crowd-sourcing using nonexpert labelers, and (especially for images) the use of search
engines to query instances by a key-word, assuming the
keyword as a valid label [10], [12], [26], [40], [47]. Both
approaches offer the possibility to scale the acquisition
of training labels, but invariably result in the introduction
of label noise, which has been reported to deteriorate the
performance of classifiers [39]. Thus, learning with noisy
label is an important topic, especially for deep learning
networks.
To tackle noisy label, many approaches are designed from
the perspective of noise cleaning or robust loss function
designing. A lot of works try to estimate true labels by adding
a noise prediction network, which may increase the complexity of the methods [24], and some also require an additional
dataset with clean labels [53]. Many other approaches aim to
develop models that are inherently noise tolerant [17], which
have a strong theoretical basis but may require careful design
of training procedure [43].
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Our goal is to effectively train deep neural networks with
modern architectures under label noise. From a different
viewpoint, we devote to learn with noisy label via considering
the correlations between the samples. This is accomplished
by BundleNet, which takes a bundle of samples (named a
sample-bundle) as a single input. Given a deep neural network, we can extend it to a BundleNet easily by replacing
the input, and the first layer with a sample-bundle module,
which includes a new input, and a layer with larger
kernels.
BundleNet naturally takes the correlations of the samples
in a sample-bundle during training. An intuitive insight is
that BundleNet is an ensemble method, which processes, and
fuse multiple samples. Deeply, we prove that the bundlemodule can be interpreted as regularization, which is similar
to dropout training as adaptive regularization [54]. This regularization can not only reduce overfitting on small training
datasets but also endows BundleNet with strong robustness
to noisy label.
The key contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows.
• We propose a framework for deep neural networks
named BundleNet, which is very easy to use, and robust
to noisy label.
• We prove that the bundle-module performs as a form
of regularization on the generalized linear model, and
a specific DNN model.
• Experiments prove that BundleNet not only reduce overfitting on small datasets but also very robust to label
noise.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We introduce the
related works in Section II. In Section III, we give our
approach including the two key aspects of BundleNet, and
some intuitive analysis. In Section IV, we give the proof of the
sample-bundle behaves as a regularization on the generalized
linear model, and DNN models. We present experimental
results on synthetic, and benchmark data sets in Section V.
II. RELATED WORKS

This paper introduces a framework of sequential structure for
deep neural networks to handle label noise to leverage a large
corpus of noisily labeled training data to train an image/video
classification model.
A. IMAGE/VIDEO CLASSIFICATION

In computer vision, images/videos are important targets and
related tasks include image reconstruction [41], event monitoring [9], object tracking [55], object recognition [68], [73],
indexing [25], image restoration [45], semantic segmentation [44], [48], [62], [63], [65], [67], [70]–[72]. Among
all these tasks, a big challenge is to extract proper
feature [3], [29]–[33] and so on [64], [66], [69], [70]. Traditional literatures mainly focus on hand-crafted features,
such as HOG, SIFT, moment. Comparing with deep features,
these type of features may be good at a specific task, for
example, graph matching [57]–[61]. However, deep learning
2368

methods can learn features with a good generalization on
large datasets like ImageNet [11]. For example, deep convolutional networks can learn better features to do a wide tasks
such as segmentation [44], tracking [55], caption [56] and
visual question answer (VQA) [1]. Although the proposed
method can combine with simple model such as the generalized linear model (GLM), SVM, we focus the more widely
used deep neural networks.
B. DNNs

Deep neural networks (DNNs) [19], [22], [28], [49], [51]
often have millions of parameters, and the optimization landscape for the network parameters is highly non-convex with
many local optima. Even with sufficient training data, the performance of a trained model could still be poor. These problems have been relieved empirically by dropout [21], [54].
The proposed BundleNet can be fitted to any of these DNNs
with a very small modification. Moreover, data augmentation
is necessary when training a deep neural network [49], [52].
Similarly, BundleNet need to build sample-bundles, but without adding any new data or transformations.
C. LEARNING WITH NOISY LABELS

Learning with noisy labels has been widely investigated in
the literature [7], [14], [15], [35], [37], [38]. Label noise
has been studied in two different regimes: class-independent,
and class-dependent. In the case of the first case, the lowcapacity model, label noise can produce solutions that are
akin to random guessing [35]. On the other hand, highcapacity models are robust to essentially any level of such
noise, given sufficiently many samples [37], [38].
However, deep learning methods coping with label noise
have specific feature due to various network structures.
Recently, several deep learning related approaches [16], [17],
[24], [42], [43], [53] were proposed, and can be summarized
as two groups: one is trying to estimate true labels, and the
other is dedicated to design methods that are inherently noise
tolerant.
The first group of methods treat the true labels as a latent
random variable, and estimate a model of the noise process.
[24] proposed a probabilistic framework for noisy label by
building a noisy channel along with the neural network to
learn the distribution of the noise as part of the training
phrase. [53] designed a noise cleaning network to rectify
noisy label. Their approach needs an additional small dataset
with clean labels. All these methods have good performance
by adding additional networks to model the noise distribution.
The proposed BundelNet aims to find a concise way to handle
the label noise by considering image correlation, which is
very different from these works.
The second group of methods are intended to find methods
that are inherently noise tolerant [16], [17], [43]. [17] provided some sufficient conditions on a loss function so that
risk minimization would be inherently tolerant to label noise.
[43] introduced a theoretically grounded approach to train
deep neural networks, including recurrent networks, subject
VOLUME 6, 2018
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to class-dependent label noise. These methods treat the the
noisy data the same way as clean data but achieve noise
robustness due to properties of the algorithms by investigating
the minimization of the risk function. In this work, we prove
that the proposed bundle-module in a BundleNet performs a
form of regularization of the networks from the point of risk
minimization. To some extent, our method belongs to this
group but highlights with its conciseness, and easy to use.
Moreover, our approach is agnostic to network structures,
which makes it easy to combine with the above methods.

FIGURE 1. Structure of BundleNet. The upper half of this figure shows a
deep neural network, which can be easily extended to BundleNet by only
replacing the input layer, and the first layer with an bundle-module
(shown in the red box). Two key characteristics of BundleNet need to be
highlighted: (1) The input is an bundle-module, which is a small group of
images from the same class; (2) The kernels in the first layer are slightly
larger than those in the original network. Here we use images as an
example of the BundleNet inputs for simplicity.

D. BAGGING

Bootstrap aggregating, also called bagging [6], is a special
case of the model averaging approach which aims to improve
the stability, and accuracy of machine learning algorithms
used in statistical classification, and regression. By simple
sampling with replacement, bagging technique allows us
to train many weak classifiers, and then use voting (for
classification) or averaging (for regression) to ensemble
them. The proposed sample-bundle takes similar sampling
policy with bagging where a little different point is that
the images of a sample-bundle comes from the same class.
Moreover, BundleNet uses totally different method to use the
sampling images by concatenating them as a single sample.
III. APPROACH

In this section, we present our approach, and discuss the
reasons why it is robust to noisy label.
A. BUNDLENET

The key difference between BundleNet, and the original
network (see Fig. 1) is that BundleNet takes a small bundle of samples, and simply concatenates them as a single
input, named sample-bundle. The number of samples in each
sample-bundle is a small positive integer, such as 2 or 3.
VOLUME 6, 2018

FIGURE 2. Structure of sample bundle. The left sub-figure (a) is an
image-bundle, which has 3 images to be concatenated to a single input.
The right sub-figure (b) is a video-bundle, which has 3 video clips.

For instance, given a positive integer m, a m-image-bundle
means there are m images being concatenated in this bundle.
As shown in Fig. 2, an 3-image-bundle Fig. 2 (a) has 3×3 = 9
channels. For videos, an 3-video-bundle Fig. 2 (b) has 3 video
clips come from a same video or different videos. Another
difference of BundleNet, as can be seen in Fig. 1, is that the
first layer has larger kernels with size 3 × 3 × 3m if the size of
the original kernels is 3×3×3. In Fig. 1, we split each kernel
to m small kernels with size 3×3×3 (termed as sub-kernels),
where each small kernel corresponds to an image during
forward propagation. Then, we concatenate them along the
column dimension, and display it as a 3 × 3m × 3 image with
m = 3 in Fig. 1. In addition to the above two points, there is
no more differences.
As a convenience, we denote the input layer, and the
first layer of a BundleNet as an bundle-module (an example
is shown in the red box in the bottom of Fig. 1). Thus,
a BundleNet can be defined as a deep neural network assembled with an bundle-module. Comparatively, a BundleNet is
slightly larger in model size. For example, ResNet-32 [19]
totally has 464,154 parameters, where the first layer has
3 × 3 × 3 × 16 = 432 parameters. The corresponding
BundleNet (m-BundleResNet-32) has 3 × 3 × 3(m − 1) × 16
more parameters. For m = 3, the size of BundleResNet-32 is
only about 0.2% larger than original ResNet-32. Thus, our
framework only makes a slightly modification of the original
network but gifted with strong robustness to noisy label.
B. BUNDLE-DATASET

Our approach has two key parts: BundleNet, and bundledataset. A bundle-dataset provides inputs of BundleNet
during training. As discussed above, we constrain that the
samples in a sample-bundle must have from the same class
label.
Given a dataset, and a positive integer m as the number
of arrangements, we collect all bundles class-by-class, and
denote them as an m-bundle-dataset. A toy example of a
2-bundle-dataset is presented in Fig. 3. In this example,
the original dataset has three classes: squares, circles, and
triangles. The objects in the same class are distinguished by
its size or color. The corresponding 2-bundle-dataset is constructed by building all permutations (repetition is allowed)
2369
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FIGURE 3. An example of bundle-dataset. The left part is a dataset with
3 classes: squares, circles, and triangles. The right part is its
corresponding 2-bundle-dataset, which is the set of all 2-permutations of
the objects in each class.

of each class. For a set with n objects, the number of the
m-permutations is nm . Thus, the 2-bundle-dataset in Fig. 3
totally has 32 + 32 + 22 = 22 bundle samples where
each sample contains two objects displayed with overlap.
For the square class, there are 3 permutations with the same
objects, and 6 mixed permutations with different objects.
We denote a sample-bundle containing only its repetitions as
a pure-bundle, otherwise as a mix-bundle. The pure-bundle is
adopted in testing process.
Formally, we denote a dataset as D = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 , and
b
its corresponding m-bundle-dataset as Db = {(x̃j , yj )}nj=1 ,
where xi is the i-th sample of the original dataset, x̃j is the j-th
sample-bundle of the bundle-dataset, and yi , yj are their label
vectors, respectively. We can further assume that a sample(1)
(m)
bundle x̃j = {xj , . . . , xj }, then the labels of all samples
(k)
xj , k = 1, 2, . . . , m in this sample-bundle are required to be
the same by definition.
C. ANALYSIS OF BUNDLENET

Here, we give an overall analysis of the main characteristics
of BundleNet.
On one hand, a sample-bundle packs a small group of
data samples (images or video clips) with the same label
(with possible noise), and therefore has stronger power to
characterize the class they belongs to than one image if there
is no label noise. Moreover, this combination could force
BundleNet to analyze the correlation of the samples within
a sample-bundle. This correlation is processed by the kernels
of the first layer, and further encoded by the following layers.
Fig. 4 shows the kernels in the first layer of ResNet-32, and
2-BundleResNet-32. The kernels of the 2-BundleResNet32 are displayed as a 3 × 6 × 3 image in the same way
discussed in the subsection–BundleNet. It is easy to see
that BundleNet learns diverse kernels (Fig. 4). Here we use
‘diverse’ is meant to indicate that BundleNet can learn filers
to select images from a sample-bundle. Besides, we will
prove the bundle-module performs a form of regularization.
The regularization term is shown to reflect the correlation
between samples, which is another strength of BundleNet.
Moreover, take image-bundle for example, the concatenation of different images in an image-bundle brings an effect
of image fusion (a feature map is shown in Fig. 1). The fusion
weights of different images is determined by the filters of the
first layer. For example, it is possible that there is a kernel only
2370

FIGURE 4. Kernels in the first layer of ResNet-32 (in the upper), and
2-BundleResNet-32 (in the bottom). Each kernel in the bottom has a pair
of sub-kernels which correspond to two images of the input (a
2-sample-bundle). It should be noted that most sub-kernel pairs have
different patterns, which can make BundleNet extract different features
from different images, and fuse them in the first layer during forward
propagation.

has non-zero weights for the first sub-kernel (corresponds
to the first image in the input sample-bundle), and thus has
no contribution in the output feature map. This fusion effect,
to some extent, could be regarded as adding noise to feature
maps, and improve performance [2], [13]. However, it could
also bring some spatial confusion of objects, and mislead the
classifier.
On the other hand, the size of the m-bundle dataset could
be fairly large even for small m. For example, there are
125 million sample-bundles for m = 3, and for a class with
500 images, which is nearly impossible to cover all these bundles during training. In other words, the sampling of image
bundles is necessary. However, it could bring the sampling
sparsity problem, which may bring difficulty for optimizing
the classifier. To reduce the influence of this factor, we could
adopt a smaller bundle, whereas a smaller bundle may weaken
the merits of the our framework. Anyway, it is a kind of
trade-off.
For example, the larger the bundle size m, the bigger the
m-bundle-dataset. The size of the m-bundle-dataset grows in
an exponential way with the increase of m. Thus, the sampling
sparsity of a 3-bundle-dataset is more serious than a 2-bundledataset. For datasets without noisy label, the regularization
term of 3-BundleNet could be regarded as the same with
2-BundleNet because of the random batch sampling, and
multiple epoch training scheme. Thus, 3-BundleNet may be
inferior than 2-BundleNet when label is clean. Differently,
for problems with noisy label, a 3-sample-bundle provides
3
2 = 3 regularization terms of pairwise image correlation,
which could greatly increase the possibility of the positive
effect that a sample-bundle could provide for the training.
Furthermore, as BundleNet is a simple framework for
existing CNNs, it can also combine with existing deep learning related methods for coping with label noise.
VOLUME 6, 2018
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IV. REGULARIZATION

In this section, we analyze the bundle-module as a form of
regularization theoretically. We begin with a simple case,
the generalized linear models (GLMs), and give a strict
proof. Then, we prove the bundle-module for deep neural
networks (DNNs).

`x(k) ,y (β k ) + (m − 1) log h(yi ) + R(β)
i

i

i=1 k=1
b

= arg min



n X
m
X

β 1 ,...,β m i=1 k=1

b

`x(k) ,y (β k ) +

n
X

i

i

R(β̃)

(3)

i=1

where

A. GLMs

Here, the notation, and proof are following the previous
work [54], where dropout is derived as an adaptive regularization. A GLM defines a conditional distribution over
a response variable y ∈ Y given an input feature vector
x ∈ Rd using a member of the exponential family [36].
Common examples of GLMs include linear (Y ∈ R), logistic
(Y = {0, 1}), and Possion (Y = {0, 1, 2, . . . }) regression.
Denote the conditional distribution as pβ (y|x), and the loss
function as `x,y (β), then if given a training dataset denoted as
D = {(xi , yi )}ni=1 , the minimization of the empirical loss over
the training examples leads to an estimation of β, which can
be formulated as follows:
pβ (y|x) = h(y) exp{yx · β − A(x · β)},
`x,y (β) = −logpβ (y|x),
Xn
β ∗ = arg minβ `D =
`xi ,yi (β).
i=1

pβ̃ (y|x̃) = h(y) exp{yx̃ · β̃ − A(x̃ · β̃)},
`x̃,y (β̃) = −logpβ̃ (y|x̃),
Xnb
∗
β̃ = arg minβ̃
`x̃i ,yi (β̃),
i=1

(2)

where β̃ = [β T1 , β T2 , . . . , β Tm ]T is the parameter.
Theorem 1: Training a GLM on the bundle is equivalent to
training a series of GLMs on the individual data points, with
a particular regularising tying together the parameters of the
model.
Proof: (2) can be equivalently simplified to:
β ∗1 , . . . , β ∗m
= arg min
β 1 ,...,β m

nb 
m
m
X

X
X
(k)
(k)
− log h(yi ) − yi
xi · β k + A
xi · β k
i=1

k=1

k=1

nb X
m h
X


i
(k)
(k)
− log h(yi ) − yi xi · β k + A xi · β k

i=1 k=1
m
m

 X

X
(k)
(k)
+ (m−1) log h(yi )−
A xi · β k +A
xi · β k
k=1
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k=1

R(β̃) = −

m
m

 X

X
(k)
(k)
A xi · β k +A
xi · β k .
k=1

(4)

k=1

is defined as the regularization term.
To gain more insight, we work with a quadratic approximation of the type used in [4], [46], and [54]. By taking a
second-order Taylor expansion of A(·) around a point x0 · β,
we get that:



A(xi · β) ≈ A x0 · β + A0 x0 · β xi · β − x0 · β
2

1
+ A00 x0 · β xi · β − x0 · β . (5)
2
Pnb Pm
Let `Db (β̃) =
i=1
k=1 `x(k) ,yi (β k ), and it is easy to
i
prove that (2) is equivalent to
∗

(1)

where β is the parameter of the model, h(y) is a quantity
independent of x, and β, and A(·) is log-partition function.
The bundle-module can be naturally introduced into
b
GLMs. Given an m-bundle dataset Db = {(x̃i , yi )}ni=1 , where
x̃i ∈ Rmd is a bundle input, the GLMs with bundles (termed
BundleGLM) can be defined as:

=

=

nb X
m
X

β̃ = arg minβ̃ `Db (β̃) + R(β̃),
b

R(β̃) =

n X
X

(t) T

a · xi

(r)

β t β Tr xi ,

(6)

i=1 t6 =r
t,r∈[m]

where `Db (β̃) corresponds to the image-wise loss similar to
`D (β) in (1), R(β̃) is a regularization term, and a is a constant
related to the quadratic approximation of the log-partition
function.

The key observation here is that the effect of the bundlemodule reduces to a regularization term R(β̃), and the regularization term is related to the sample pairs in a bundle input,
and the parameters
of GLM. For example, for a 3-bundle

input x̃ = x1 , x2 , x3 , the regularization term is


R x̃; β 1 , β 2 , β 3 = a (x1 )T β 1 β T2 x2 + (x1 )T β 1 β T3 x3

+(x2 )T β 2 β T3 x3
(7)
Although we failed to find a rigid proof of the reason
why the regularization term increase the robustness to noisy
label, we try to explain it in another two different ways? (1)
Similar to batch training, it helps to simply averaging the
gradients of several simple input images. BundleNet brought
an enhanced averaging as it considers both the images, and
net parameters for a sample-bundle. (2) For GLM, if a label
yk (for xk ) is wrong (noisy), then the term −yk ∗ xk in the
gradient will have an inverse direction. In BundleNet, we find
that this term becomes (−yk + yp − βk ∗ xk ) ∗ xk , where
yp is the prediction for the sample-bundle (x1 , ..., xk , ..., xm ),
and βk is the net parameters corresponds to xk . That is to
say, BundleNet provides a possibility to correct the wrong
2371
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`b x, y = −logoby = −zby + A zb ,
c
X


b
A zb = log
ezj .

(9)

j=1

FIGURE 5. Structure
 of a deep neural network (DNN). The forward pass of
a N layer network L0 , L1 , · · · , LN−1 , LN can be defined as follows (y is

T
the class label of the input x). The input layer L0 isx = o01 , o02 , · · · , o0n
.
0

i
i
For any i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N − 1}, the i -th layer Li is o = s Wi I , where s ·
is a non-linear activation function, Wi ∈ R ni ×ni −1 is the parameter,
T


I i = I1i , I2i , · · · , Ini
]T is the input, and oi = oi1 , oi2 , · · · , oin
is the
i −1
i
output of this layer. Note that the input of a layer is the output of the last
layer: I i = oi −1 . The final layer LN is z = WN I N without activation. The
zk

softmax layer is ok = P e z . The loss is ` x, y = −log(oy ) = zy + A(z),
where A(z) = log(

Pc

j =1


where
the input sample is a bundle x1 , x2 , · · · , xm , and

W11 , W12 , · · · , W1m are corresponding parameters.
Similar to Theorem

 1, we can take a quadratic approximation about A · , g · , and we have
b

z =

m
X



WN g W1k xk

k=1

c
e j
j =1
zj
e ).

X

+ a0 WN

xtT W1tT W1r xr + a1 . (10)

t6 =r
t,r∈[m]

direction (induced by the noisy label yk ) by using the other
images in the sample-bundle, and the net parameters.
B. DNNs

An example of GLM assembled with the bundle-module is
shown above, where the bundle-module is strictly proved to
act as regularization. The key point of the proof in such a
case lies in the quadratic approximation of the nonlinear logpartition function. However, it is more complex for general
DNNs (Fig. 5) due to the multiple non-linearity composition,
and soft-max loss function. As shown in Fig. 5, we assume 1
all layers to be fully connected or dense [43].
Since the bundle-module produces effects on DNNs only
by the input, and the first layer, we could more quickly grab
its bright spot by fixing the parameters of the other layers
except the first layer,
func and assume that the compound

tion of the layers L2 , L3 , · · · , LN −1 is f · . Thus we
 have
z = WN f s W1 x = WN g(W1 x)), where g · = f s · . Thus
we formulate a common DNN model as follows:

z = WN g W1 x ,
ezk
ok = Pc
zj , k ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , c},
j=1 e


` x, y = −logoy = −zy + A z ,
c
X

A(z) = log
ezj .
(8)
j=1

Comparing
(8) with (1), (8) differs in its non-linear func
tion g · if taking A · as the log partition function. On the
other hand, the corresponding BundleDNN has the following
form:
m
X

zb = WN g
W1k xk ,

Here we give the result directly because the proof is almost
same with Theorem 1, where a0 = g00 W1 x0 , a1 =
0
00
2
−(m−1)W
W
 n (s
 1 x0 −g W1 x0 W1 x0 +g W1 x0 kW1 x0 k ),
0
00
and g · , g · are the first, and second order gradient
of g · around a point W1 x0 , respectively. It’s easy to see
that
out vector zb of a BundleNet also influenced by
P the
T
xt W1tT W1r xr , similar to R(β̃) in (6). However, it’s more
t6 =r

t,r∈[m]

b
difficult to analyze the relation of the two losses
 `, and ` ,
because there is another non-linear function A · in `b .
From another point, we can use the square loss instead
if we aim to train a DNN, and only use the deep feature,
where square loss can achieve similar performance with the
cross-entropy loss [5], [8]. Below we analyze the case of a
DNN with square loss. Also, we ignore the WN in (8), (9)
for simplicity by formulating a DNN as f (W x), where W is
the parameter, and f (·) is an element-wise activation function, such as ReLU. Given the training images x1 , . . . , xn ,
we assume there is a virtual dataset Dt = {(xi , zi )}ni=1 ,
where zi is the virtualized target of the first layer. Then,
the optimization problem can be formulated as:

`Dt (W ) =

Xn

= P
c

zbj

, i ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , c},

j=1 e

1 we assume all layers to be fully connected, or dense; for example,
convolutions can be represented by dense layers with shared sparse weights.
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(11)

Similarly, we replace the input, and the first layer with
the bundle-module, and get a BundleNet. Firstly, we build
b
a bundle-dataset Db = {(x̃i , zi )}ni=1 , then the BundleNet
version of (11) is given as follows:
b

∗

W = arg minW̃

n
X

2

kf (W̃ x̃i ) − zi k2

i=1
b

b

obi

kf (W xi ) − zi k22 ,

W ∗ = arg minW `Dt (W ).

k=1

ezk

i=1

= arg minW̃

n
X
i=1

kf

m
X

(k)

Wk xi



−zi k22 ,

(12)

k=1

where W̃ = {W1 , . . . , Wm }, and x̃i represents a sample(k)
bundle with x̃i = {xi , k = 1, 2, . . . , m}.
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Theorem 2: (12) can be approximated as the following
form:
W̃ ∗ = arg min`Db (W̃ ) + R(W̃ ),
W̃

`Db (W̃ ) =

nb X
m
X

(k)

2

kf (Wk xi ) − zi k2 ,

i=1 k=1

R(W̃ ) = 2

X



(r) (t)
Tr Wt =Wr T xi (xi )T ,

(13)

t6=r
t,r∈[m]

where the firstly term `Db (W̃ ) corresponds to the imagewise loss, and the second term R(W̃ ) is the additional term
brought by the bundle-module which performs a form of
regularization. Besides, = = diag(∇f (W xi0 )) is the firstorder derivative vector at some point W xi0 .
Proof: Taking a one-order Taylor expansion of f around
the point W x0 , and applying it to (11), (12) yield the
results.

Similar to (1) for GLMs, the effect of the bundle-module
also acts as a regularization for the problem (12). To some
extent, we claim that the bundle module performs a regularization for DNNs, and we leave the rigorous proof for future
work.
We argue that BundleNet takes the correlation of images,
and this correlation does not limited to low-level feature.
However, BundleNet choose to image-level concatenation
for the image fusion effect after the first convolution layer
(as Fig. 6 for an example). The fusion image provide more,

and useful information than one single image for the higherlevel layers. For example, BundleNet can learn a filer to
only keep one image (bird) information, which means that
BundleNet provides a possibility to discard images with
noisy label, and keeps useful information to be processed
by the higher-level layers. That’s indeed the key feature of
BundleNet.
V. EXPERIMENTS

In this section we perform empirical expositions of the effectiveness, and promising of BundleNet. In our experiment,
the broadly applied state-of-the-art network ResNets [20] are
adopted, and compared with the corresponding BundleResNet. It is to be noted that the proposed framework is agnostic
to network structures.
A. DATASETS

The two CIFAR datasets [27] consist of colored natural scene
images, with 32 × 32 pixels each. CIFAR-10 consists of
images drawn from 10, and CIFAR-100 from 100 classes.
The train, and test sets contain 50,000, and 10,000 images,
respectively. We adopt a similar data augmentation scheme
that is widely used [19], [20], [22], [23]: the images are
first zero-padded with 2 pixels on each side, then randomly
cropped to produce 32×32 images; half of the images are then
horizontally mirrored. For data preprocessing, we subtract
the mean image of the training set, and do not do image
whitening.
B. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

For a fair comparison, we keep most of settings the same as
ResNet paper [19]. We adopt the same weight initialization
method following previous study [18], and train it using
nesterov SGD with a mini-batch size of 128. We use a weight
decay of 0.0002 with a momentum of 0.9, and set the initial
learning rate to 0.1. The learning rate is divided by 10 at
50k, and 70k iterations, and we terminate training at 100k
iterations.
C. TESTING PHASE

In testing phase, we just use the pure-bundle (in section
‘Bundle-dataset’), which is simply concatenating the provided example multiple times.
D. IMPROVEMENT ON THE ORIGINAL NETWORKS

We evaluate ResNet-32, 56, 110, and the corresponding
BundleNets on the CIFAR classification task. The results
are shown in Table 1. To ensure a fair comparison between
TABLE 1. Top-1 errors (%) of ResNet-32, 56, 110. baseline: without
bundle-module. 2-bundle: two images for each sample-bundle. best
results are shown in bold.

FIGURE 6. Output feature maps of the bundle-module. They show a
fusion effect of the images in an bundle-module. The first convolution
layer operate this fusion, and all the kernels are learned from the training
process. Moreover, different kernel (total 16 kernel in the first layer)
shows different fusion effect, for example, some kernels focus on the
background, some the foreground, and some fuse 3 birds, some 2 birds,
and some only 1 birds.
VOLUME 6, 2018
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TABLE 2. Top-1 Errors (%) on CIFAR-10. The first column is the noise ratio, and the last column displays the improvements of our method. baseline:
without bundle-module. 2-bundle: two images for each sample-bundle. ↓ indicates error drops, and ↑ inverse.

the two architectures, we eliminate all other factors such as
differences in data preprocessing, and optimization settings.
In Table 1, the baseline columns are the performances of
ResNets on CIFAR-10, and CIFAR-100. All the results are
obtained by ourself, and slightly better than those reported by
the original literature [20] due to the usage of the full training
set. For example, the top-1 error of ResNet-110 on CIFAR-10
is 6.37%, but we get 6.04%.
Results of BundleResNets are shown in the 2-bundle,
and 3-bundle columns in Table 1. Clearly, the 2-bundle
case achieves comparable performance to the baseline on
CIFAR-10 dataset, whereas 3-bundle performs not good.
This proves the analyses in the above sections. From the
results, we can conclude that the regularization term truly
helps the model optimization even though the sampling difficulty exists. This can be further proved by the results of
CIFAR-100 dataset, where the top-1 errors drop more than
0.5 for all networks, and even 1.35% for ResNet-56. On the
other hand, the inferior performance of the 3-bundle case may
be caused by the serious scarcity of data sampling.

FIGURE 7. Top-1 Errors (%) of ResNets for different ratios of label noise.
The x-axis is the noise ratios, and the y-axis is the top-1 errors on the test
set. (a)-(c): Performance of ResNet-32, 56 on CIFAR-10, respectively.
Detailed data of (a) can be found in Table 2. (d): The results of
ResNet-32 on CIFAR-100.

E. ROBUSTNESS TO LABEL NOISE

In this part, we discuss the robustness to label noise of
BundleNet. Here, we only consider the cross-category label
noise. For example, we simulate this noise with ratio 30%
for CIFAR-10 as follows: for each class, we randomly take
1500 images (30%) from all the 5000 images, and change
their label to other 9 class labels. As is shown in Table 2,
we experiment with a large range of noise ratios {3%, 5%,
10%, 30%, 50%, 70%}.
Table 2 gives the top-1 errors on CIFAR-10 with different noise ratio. It is clear that the performance drops
seriously when noise ratio is increasing. 2-BundleNet, and
3-BundleNet are better than the baseline for most of the noise
ratios. Further, we can see that the 2-bundle case achieves
better performance for lower noise ratios, and the 3-bundle
gets much lower errors for larger noise ratios.
Overall, the BundleResNet is robust to noisy label. Fig. 7
gives more experiments of ResNet-32, 56 on CIFAR10, and
ResNet-32 on CIFAR100. The results in the Fig. 7(b)-(d)
show similar trend with Fig. 7(a) where the larger the noise
ratio, the bigger the improvements it brings when noise ratio
is less than 50%. Comparatively, 2-BundleNet is better for
2374

low noise, and 3-BundleNet is better for large noise. The
reasons are analyzed as follows.
For datasets with low noise, the sampling sparsity is more
serious for 3-BundleResNet, and the regularization effect can
be viewed the same with 2-BundleResNet. However, the positive effect of the regularization term becomes stronger as
the noise ratio becomes larger, and meantime the sampling
sparsity problem becomes less important.
However, the performance on CIFAR-100 (Fig. 7(d))
shows that 2-BundleResNet can achieve slightly better
performance than 3-BundleResNet, which is different from
the phenomenon shown on CIFAR-10 where the 3-bundle
model is much better than the 2-bundle model for large
noise. The reasons are two-fold. First, CIFAR-100 has only
500 images in each class, which is much smaller than
CIFAR-10, and thus reduces the big gap of the sampling
sparsity between the 2-bundle, and 3-bundle cases. Second,
the more the classes, the more chaos the fusion effect in the
first layer, which becomes even more serious for 3-bundle
case. That is to say, the number of the classes is also an
important factor of the performance.
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TABLE 3. Top-1 errors of (%) of ResNet-32 on CIFAR-10. The first column
is the ratios of the training images, and the last column displays the
improvements of our method. baseline: without bundle-module.
2-bundle: two images for each sample-bundle. ↓ indicates error drops,
and ↑ inverse.

F. EFFECTIVENESS ON SMALL TRAINING DATASETS

In addition to the robustness to noise, the proposed BundleNet
is also helpful for classification problems with small training
datasets.
To verify this point, we randomly choose a portion of the
training set of CIFAR-10, and build several smaller datasets
with 1%, 5%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% of the training
images. Table 3 gives the results of ResNet-32 on these small
datasets. The 2-bundle case achieves better performance than
the baseline on small datasets. The reasons could be summarized as the following two points: 1) the bundle-dataset
increase the size, and diversity of the data compared with
the original dataset; 2) the regularization effect makes the
network to learn better features for the classification.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an bundle-module which can be
combined with any existing deep neural network to form
a BundleNet. Besides, BundleNet is a framework can not
only process images but also sequential data like videos.
Theoretically, we prove that the bundle-module can be
viewed as regularization. Experiments show that BundleNet
could get better performance than the original network, which
prove the regularization is better for training a DNN. More
importantly, it can largely increase the robustness to noisy
label, and is also effective for learning with small training
datasets. Future works include combining BundleNet with
other approaches like [24], [50], [53], trying new applications
like multi-view tagging [34], and further deriving the generalization bound from the viewpoint of [17].
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